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Abstract
In this study history leaching is revisited together \vith current debates conceming (he conceptioıı of 

“history” and “historical consciousness”, and a new coursc design is proposed in order to overeome existing 
problcnıs. The ncw design is elaborated and esplicated step-by-step in accordance with contemporary 
inslructional design thcorics. Any discıtssion llıat \vould possibly follosv froııı inıplementation of the study 
is not \vithin the scope of the present paper as it is ratlıer intended to be introduetory for later studics in 
\vhich the new course is to be implcmcntcd and analy/.ed.
Key \Vords: History teaching, creativity, story telling, inslructional design.

ü z
Bu çalışmada, “tarih” ve “tarih bilinci” kavramlarına ilişkin güncel tartışmalar ışığında, tarih öğretiminin 

durumu irdelenmekte, mevcut sorunların aşılmasına katkı sağlamak üzere yeni bir tarih dersi tasamın 
sunulmaktadır. Dersin tasarımı, çağdaş ders tasarını kuram ve modelleri ile iletişim içinde, adını adını 
Orncklcnmcktc ve İncelenmektedir. Uygulama sonrası bulguları kapsamayan bu çalışma, “Yaratıcı Tarih 
Dersi” adıyla geliştirilen dersin deneneceği sonraki çalışmalara bir başlangıç niteliğindedir.
Analılar Sözcükler: Tarih öğretimi, yaratıclık, öyküleme, öğretimsel tasanın

Introduction

This study is an outeome of a one-semester lcnglh 
study of ‘course design’. The course entitled “Practicum 
in Desigııing Curriculunı and Instrııction” is a hands-on 
coursc in \vhich studcnts are expected to design a 
curriculunı in Ihcir arca of specialization and field test, 
if applicable, at least oııe unit out of the \vhole design.

Iıı the report ali stages, through \vhich an experinıental 
\vorld history modüle was fornıcd, are presented in 
sequential fashion. What is presented in this report is 
also aboııl different ııotioııs and chaııgiııg coııccptions of 
history and influences of these theoretical debates on 
lıistory teaching. The study in this sense sulıjects the 
issues of history and history teaching to instructioııal 
aııalysis and attenıpts to develop a provisioııal model for 
history teaching.

Prof. Dr. Meral Aksu ve Çetin Balanuye, Orta Doğu Teknik 
Üniversitesi, Eğitim Fakültesi, Eğitim Bilimleri Bölümü, Ankara

This study has two basic purposes: First, to elaborate 
on what an instructional designer is sııpposed to do froııı 
the very beginning to the end when he/she is engaged in 
the idea of designing a ııovel course. Second, to argue 
for the necessity and possibility of developing new 
approachcs to history teaching, and to propose the 
present “Creative History Course” model to handle the 
difficulties in the field.

Theoretical Backgroımcl
The present study will repeatedly refer to the fiııdings 

of another study entitled Yoııth aıul history -  An 
intercııltııral conıparison o f historical consciousness, a 
conıparative study conducted betvveen 1991 and 1996 in 
27 European countries witlı a sanıple of 32,000 studeııts. 
This study parlicularly indicates the importance of 
historical consciousness and State of history education 
throughout Europe (Angvick, 1997). Turkey was also 
represented in the study with a stııdent sanıple of 1,229 
and a tcacher sanıple of 35 by nıcans of which up-to-
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daic data on the Turkish situation were provided. The 
slııdy was first pııblished in Germany in 1997 under the 
title Youllı and histoıy and Ihen appeared in Turkish in 
1998 as a publicatioıı of Toplumsal Tarih Vakfı, wri»eıı 
by tllıan Tekeli, who carried out the Turkish dimension 
of the research (Tekeli, 1998).

Iıı Ihe Turkish edition of Youllı and history (Tarih 
Bilinci ve Gençlik), historical consciousness is defined 
as being avvare of history as either a result of 
socialization or of personal expericncc” (Tekeli, 1998, 
22-23). Being aware of history, tlıat is to say ‘historical 
consciousness’, has been valued for a variety of reasons. 
Despite the fact that Tarih bilinci ve gençlik has 
enıphasized the instrumental value of lıaving historical 
insight there are many accounts taking the iııtrinsic 
value of historical kııovvledge and consciousness into 
consideration. According to Meıızel (1990, 70), for 
instance, oııe of the most coııvinciııg grouııds on \vhich 
an iııtrinsic value of historical consciousness can be 
juslified is that il stimulates critical (lıinking. In 
Menzcl’s (1990, 70) terms, the notion that historical 
knowledge is a necessary foundation for critical 
thinking \vill appear almosl revolutionary. Yet önce 
students begin to think in temıs of historical context, 
tlıeir perceptioııs of the world around them, of television 
cartoons, government buildings, even the school 
building itself, are literally transformed.

It has been commonplace to State that historical 
knowledge and understanding is very inıportant. People 
mostly seem ready to aecept \vithout discussion that in 
order to shape the future we need to know enough about 
the past, bolh our own and of the world. Yet, perhaps 
because of the fact that the importance of historical 
consciousness appears so obvious to everybody that the 
reasons for \vhich it is crucial to our modern lives 
remains untouched most of the time. Education, too, 
cannot go beyond a rather habitual confirmatioıı that 
history is a worth\vhile activity into which students 
should be initiated.

Fortuııately, and perhaps rather surprisingly, it has 
been fouııd that young people in schools are not 
ignoraııt, in any sense, of the fact that history does 
matter. Tlıis is evident in the findings of the 
aforcmenlioned research in \vhich students werc asked 
to respond to the slalcment that “History is irrclcvant to

life, is ineıt or is about wlıat is already över”. The ıııean 
of the responses to this iteni was calculated to be 2.04 
based on the 5 point interval Likerl type scale, where (1) 
represents “strong disagreemeııt” whilst (5) rcpresenl 
“strong agreeıııent” \vith (he statemenl. This fiııding 
indicates tlıat European youtlı disagrees with the 
statemenl history is of no importance, and that it takes 
history seriously (Tekeli, 1998, 38). Similarly students 
also did not agree witlı the statemeııt that history is no 
nıorc than a school subject. The correlation betweeıı the 
responses given to these t\vo statenıents was calculated 
lıiglı (r= -0.40). Yet the sanıe research also shovvs that 
history courses have been found “boriııg” by the 
majority of European youth. The findings denote tlıat 
students cannot find what they in fact expect to fiııd in 
history courses. This dissatisfactioıı, the research 
suggests, is cxplained by reference to the fact that 
history elasses are stili under the inflııence of tıaditional 
teachiııg nıodcls.

It has been accepted that the two most \videly 
employed tcchniques in history teaclıing are text book- 
based teaching and lecluring. As these tradilional 
methods dominate alnıost tlıe entire history teaching 
practice in Europe, oııe may argue, they are rcsponsible 
for the current State of history teaclıing. Marylaine 
Block, an online columnisl in the States, argues that the 
lack of historical understanding and learning is evident 
also in the United States of America. She vvrites (1996, 
11):

İn America, one thing you can count on reading in 
the headlines on a regular basis is a story about the 
appalling ignorance of our young people. You will 
hear that they have only the vaguest notion of where  
Russia is, that they cannot read well enough to read 
a lease they are about to sign and that they not only 
cannot give the dates of the American Civil W ar, but 
cannot place it within the 1850-1900 time period.

Yet, Block insists that schools and teaching 
techniques are responsible for this iııeffectivcness and 
insufficieııcy expericnced in history teaching. It is 
ııeither fair nor plaıısible, she argues, to blame students, 
as they do not sccnı enthusiastic enough to learn history. 
She maiııtains tlıat ali American students are taught 
about tlıe American Civil War at least lwice. Her 
conclusion is worth ciling (1996, 11):
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II something is taught but not learned, it is not 
enough tor teachers to say that the students’ minds 
are defective— good teachers, allowed to ply their 
trade as they see fit, adapt their teaching to the prior 
knowledge, interests, and understanding of their 
students.

The failure in promoting interest in learning history is 
not particular to the States, nor to Europe. In general, in 
most parts of the world it is held that history teaching is far 
from helping people construct a historical consciousness. 
In India, for instance, it has been vvidely held that history 
education has almost been synonymous with the 
syllabus as it is structured in the textbook (Kumar, 1981, 
75-84). Textbooks in this tradition are no longer means 
to the goals, but the other way rouııd, that is, goals in 
history teaching stem from textbooks, and therefore the 
limits of textbooks have become the limits of history 
teaching. Kumar writes (1981, 42):

Classroom pedagogy in Indian schools is determined 
by the content of the prescribed textbook. Its chapters 
serve as a  means to organize the total time available 
in a year for the instruction that the teacher provides.
Thus, for ali the practical purposes, the textbook 
itself forms the curriculum.

In this respect, India is similar to Canada, where as 
researchers have pointed out, textbook plays an 
important role and has a habit of becoming the de facto 
curriculum. Studying the topics in the textbook is an 
important learning goal (Case 1993).

Clıaıif’ing conception o f history'
People nıostly agree with the idea that the concept of 

historical consciousness is not one and the same thing in 
ali times and ali places. It differs from one historical era 
to another. For instance, “what used to be understood by 
history in pre-modernity is different from \vhat is 
understood during modernity. Both understandings will 
also be different from what will be understood by 
history in post-modernity” (Tekeli, 1998,23). Though it 
is ııever easy to see clcarly \vhat our preseni conception 
of history is, we can safely argue that the Enlightenmcnt 
assumplion of the objectivity of historical kııowledge 
have been gradually abandoned. Burke (1993, 123) telis 
us where this trend has currently arrived: “In the past 
historians used to believe, like sociologists and 
anlhropologists, that their work is about facts and the

texts they are workiııg vvith reflects the reality. These 
assumptions... have been collapsed as a result of 
philosophers’ attacks.”

Against this background there has been an important 
shift in understanding history and historical knowledge. 
It is ironic, though not unexpected, that history as a 
discipline is increasingly being viewed as a discourse 
about the past, and historians are those \vho write stories 
to make meaning of the past for those of us living in the 
present (Seixas, 1993). This conception, in which the 
historian resembles the novelist, whose purpose is to 
create fictions and develop stories, is important in t\vo 
senses; first, it shosvs us \vhat new tasks post-modernism 
has attributed to lıistory. And second, it shows us that 
history’s traditional mission has been taken away from 
it. According to Burke (1993, 123) a constant erosion in 
the borders that used to be seen betsveen facts and 
fictions is evident in this conception.

Ali these novel attempts to conceive of lıistory in such 
a controversial but equally challenging way has resulted 
in a replacement of “History” (with Capital ‘H’) as (he 
source of objective, disinterested and comprehensive 
knowledge of the past with “history” as a mostly 
subjective and usually partial account of what took place 
in the past. As Giddens (1990) puts it, rightly, a 
‘plurality of histories’ is possible and this plurality may 
not refer necessarily to a particular foundation or an 
Archimedean point.

Giddens’ conviction that ‘a plurality of histories’ is 
possible can also be associated with historical 
imagination as a source of historical reading and 
understanding. According to Graff (1999, 143-169), 
“Among the qualities that contribute directly to 
historical thinking and understanding, most important 
are historical context and historical imagination.” 
Instead of breaking completely frce of imagination, 
Graff suggests that a togethemess of historical context 
and historical imagination is possible. Such an 
inextricable understanding of ‘context’ and 
‘imagination’, Graff argues, would shift the possibilities 
in the directioıı of probabilities. AH this, he points out, 
demands from education no less thaıı a reconsideration 
of iııstructional practices conceming history teaching.

The idea that students can and should fantasizc about 
the past has been acccpted by many thiııkers from 
various disciplines. Giambattista Vico’s verııın-facto
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principle that ‘people can knovv only what they have 
made’ can be read as an initial articulation of 
coııtemporary constrııctivism. In this sense, a course of 
historical study, in which each studeııt will be 
encouraged to develop her o\vn historical ııarration, 
endorses constructivist instruction. This inclination is 
also compatible with the postmodern conceptioıı of 
history that represents a shift froııı factual history to a 
fictitious one.

Game (1991), vvho shows us how “social” is 
constructcd and deconstructed and repeatedly recons- 
tructed in the form of text, argues that reading a text is to 
engage in a writing practice. This is to say, in a sense; 
social fictions are written or rewritten just at the moment 
and along with the text we are reading. In similar ways 
one may argue that reading about history is meaııingful 
only if a simultaneous writing is going to follow it.

No question that we slıould draw here a distinction 
betvveen “historian” as the author of comprehensive and 
better designed historical narratives and “lay historian” 
vvho attempts at vvriting her o\vn account based on the 
facts and relationships the former provided. It can also 
be suggested that the former is motivated by vvill-to- 
influence vvhilst the latter is motivated by need-to leam, 
though it is obvious that both sides (author and reader) 
are at the same time influencing and learning regardless 
of vvhether they are primarily a \vriter or a reader. Ali 
this shovvs that a narrative predisposition underlies our 
historical understanding. As emphasized by Federmaıı 
(1990), in order to understand historical events we musl 
either create or defeııd a previously developed account 
for these events, a process in \vhich stories are not only 
sufficient but also necessary.

The Creative History Course model that \vill be 
introduced in the next seetions is an attempt to develop 
a novel history course based on the literatüre we have 
discussed so far.

Procedure

The methodology and activities follovved during 
design period are presented in this seetion. Classroom 
revievvs of the theories of curriculum and instructional 
design at the very beginning set the outer limits for the 
present inquiry. Out of these revievvs, which involve a 
variety of contemporary approaches to curriculum 
design such as Dick and Carey (1996), Kemp (1977),

Wulf and Shave (1984), Posner and Rudnitsky (1983), 
Zenger, W.F. and Zenger, S.K. (1992), Smith and Ragan 
(1993) came a relatively clear pictuıe of \vhat the 
present model is supposed to look like. Despite the fact 
that the present design makes use of almost ali theories 
meııtioned above to certain extent, it is particulaıly 
inspired by the Posner and Rudnisky’s course 
development model. The follovving steps, \vhich are 
fundamental in Posner and Rudnisk’s model, will be 
follovved in sequence: ııeeds assessmeııt, identificatioıı 
of initial themes and Central questions, Identification of 
intended learning outeomes, clarification of course 
objeetives, seleetion or development of conteııt and 
methodology.

Needs Assessmeııt
Basically two different questionnaires were developed 

to assess and analyze the needs regarding a new history 
course. Both questioıınaires referred to the follovving 
passage and the respondents were asked to ansvver the 
questions after they read the passage in \vhich the new 
history course is briefly deseribed:

The Creative History Course
Description: A  “Creative History Course” vvill be one 

of the fiıst year college eleetives, in which students vvill 
be studying 18th century vvorld history in rather an 
experiential vvay. The underlying idea is to seek 
appropriate ansvvers to certain questions, for iııstance, 
vvhat vvas happeniııg in other parts of the vvorld and in 
other areas of life vvhen a famous composer performed 
one of his best knovvn pieces in Germany? What vvas the 
common vvay of transportation at that time? What vvas 
coıısidered moral and vvhat vvas immoral? The vvhole 
elass vvill be divided into a certain number of groups at 
the beginning of the semester, and ali groups vvill be 
exposed to a very brief presentation of the 18th century 
facts and events. What follovvs vvill be assigning every 
group to generate an 18,h century fiction, in vvhich real 
historical facts, figures and information vvill be used to 
form an imaginative and Creative account of history. Ali 
groups vvill be given or guided to have access to 
necessary resources ineluding books, videos, articles, 
vveb sites, charts, ete. After certain amount of vveeks, 
every group vvill present its original 18* century fiction. 
The aim for every group is to defend against ali other 
groups its ovvn fictitious account of 18* century history
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bascd on the historical evidences. It is very important to 
generate a plausible story rather than a trııe one.

Procedure 1. Stıtdents Questiomıaire:
The studeııt questionnaire, comprising 6 queslions, 

was published in a personal web site and students \vere 
asked to visit the site and respond to the questionnaire. 
A total of 70 undergraduate and graduate students at 
different departments at METU were randoıııly reached 
through the help of assistants and instructors at different 
departments. 70% of these students agreed to contribute 
to the study. The questionnaire contained short “yes or 
no” questions. Ali of the responses were received online. 
Tire questions and pie chart illustration of frequency of 
responses are as follows.

Procedure 2: Academics’ Qııestionncıire
A total of 20 academics were randomly chosen and 

asked to respond an online questionnaire of 5 open- 
ended questions. Ten academics from both social and 
techııical departments responded to the questionnaire. 
Responses given by different academics to the same 
question vvere grouped and analyzed using qualitative 
dala analysis techniques. Tlıe findings are as follovvs:

Question: To what extent do yon think students in your 
departnıent are knowledgeable about wor!d history?

Ali respondents, except one, certainly stated that very 
low numbers of students know very little world history. 
One of the respondents claimed ironically that ‘put aside 
the world history, they even do not know their own 
streets’ history’. One respondent stated that students

Question 1: \Vould you agree that 
every individual shoııld have 

certain level of historical 
knovviedge whether or not she is 

engagcd in history professionally?

Question 2: Do you think that you are 
knowledgable enough about history?

a Yes 
18%

■ No 
82%

Question 3: Do you think that the 
history courses you have atteııded so 

far helped you have a lasting 
historical knowledge ?

a Yes 
9%

Question 4: Do you think that the 
proposedcourse (Creative History 

Course) vvould meet certain needs?

a No 
18%

«  Yes 
82%
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Question 5: Do you think that the 
proposed course would be 

contributory in pursuing a lasting 
historical knovvledge?

Question 6: VVould you want to take 
this proposed course?

■ No
18%

■ Yes 
82%

have been taught only about the Ottomans, even not 
about the post-republic period. She believes that where 
they are taught about history this is done at very 
superficial levels. Another respondent suggested that 
sludents lack sufficient historical knovvledge. He vvent 
onto clainı that interest in vvorld history and interest in 
Turkish history go hand-to-hand. The limited number of 
history books translated fronı other languages to 
Turkish, he claimed, is in itself an indicator of the fact 
that people do not value historical knovvledge. One 
respondent believes that very fevv students are 
knovvledgeable about vvorld history, but even their 
knovvledge is far from being profound. Only one 
respondent could not provide insightful information 
about lıis perception of students’ knovvledge of vvorld 
history, suggesting that he does not knovv vvhether 
students are knovvledgeable about history or not. Given 
that ali others have precisely emphasized the 
insufficiency apparent in knovvledge of vvorld history, it 
can be concluded that a certain number of academics at 
METU perceive their students as having insufficient 
knovvledge of vvorld history.

Question: "Even if it is not directly rekıted to wlutt 
slte/iıe studies as part o f her/his career, every college 
student shoıdd grasp knowledge o f world history..." Do 
you agree with this statenıent? Why?

7 coııtributors reported that they vvere in full 
agreenıent vvith the above statenıent. They in general 
justified their belief based on the conviction that in order 
to understaııd novv and later, one has to have a proper 
conception of past. One of the contributors gave the

priority in grasping knovvledge of history to social 
Science students. The remaining three participants 
suggested that they vvould accept the importance of 
history knovvledge for everybody. One of them 
explicitly articulated ‘engineering departments students’ 
as someoııe vvho should be considered as parlicularly 
clients for history teaching, for they are seen as povverful 
in policy making.

Question: Do you think the proposed history course 
would address certain needs apparent in history 
teaching? How?

Ali respondents proposed that the course vvould bring 
important benefits in various vvays. One of the 
contributors argued that the course vvould encourage and 
stimulate critical thinking and constructive doubt, vvhich 
are hallmarks of scientific enquiry. Another respondent 
elaborated lıis ideas in the light of modem social theory 
and claimed that the course vvould be of great use in 
teaching students that there is no one and the sarne 
destiny called ‘history’, but like many other things 
history is also a social construction. Yet another 
contributor stated that the course vvould help the 
discipline of history overcome its overcomplicated 
nature and help students see the vvhole picture vvithin a 
given period.

Question: \Vhat are the strengths and weakııesses o f the 
course?

Ali respondents cited several strengths of the course. 
Tlıese included the follovving: “it is doing vvhat it is 
supposed to do in rather a nice vvay, vvithout any
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boredom”, “it is powerful in making studeııts see the 
whole picture”, “its teaching strategy is nice”, “its 
content is nice”, “it helps people see how different 
stories can be \vritten based on the same history”, “it 
nıakes passive audiences of history active participants of 
it”, ete. The only concern was ıııore like a “wish” Ihan a 
weakness. One respondeııt expressed his concern över 
the difficully of inducing students to take a history 
course in such a new \vay, as many are already resistant 
to the idea of history. Two contributors stated that the 
course can be enriched by adding some discussioıı of 
‘epistemology’ and using a variety of resources like 
video, live speakers, films, ete.

Question: Woııld you reconımend a course like this to 
your students? Why?

Ali contributors reported that they would certainly 
recommend it to their students. One of them \vrote that 
he himself would also want to join the course. The 
answers to tlıis question were justifıed on the basis of 
previous ansvvers. Based on the findings derived from 
the ııeeds assessment, the idea of the Creative History 
Course that was briefly deseribed in the third seetion is 
to be shaped and developed further in the coming 
seetion.

Initial Tlıenıes and Central Questions:
Writing down, at the very beginning, any idea or 

thought out of which the ne\v course will evolve is an 
important step in Posner & Rudnisky’s course design 
model. Posner (1983) Based on the brief deseription of 
the course provided in the third seetion, the following 
thoughts and questions were identified: 1) Studying 
history in an experiential \vay. 2) What does it mean to 
study history in an experiential way? 3) Seeking 
answers to historical questions. 4) How to seek 
answers to historical questions? 5) Comparative 
examination of different geographical locations, of 
different pıırsuits and of cultures. 6)Relatioııal 
kno\vledge of the 18th century. 7) What does the 
concept of ‘comparative’ involve? 8) Importance of 
comparison in history. 9) What are the ways of 
comparing different geographical locations, different 
pursuits, and cultures at given historical period? 10) 
Group work and collaboration. 11) Generating an 18th 
Century Fiction. 12) What is 18th Century Fiction? 
13) Fomıing a Creative and imaginative account of 
history. 14) What does it mean to form an account of

lıistory? 15) What is a Creative and imaginative account 
of history? 16) Group presentation. 17) How to present 
a piece of group work? 18) Defending one’s point of 
view / arguing for and against. 19) Participative 
evaluatioıı

Intended Leaming Outconıes identified:
Önce the initial themes and the queslions are \vritten 

do\vn, this group of idea helps the designer formulate 
what Posner and Rudnisky called “Intended Learning 
Outcomes” (ILO), vvhich is one of the most fundamental 
stages in the design process. Accordingly, a total of 19 
ILOs were identified for the ‘Creative History Course’.

Course Objectives Clarified:
After the 19 ILOs are detemıined, according to Posner 

and Rudnisky model course objectives need to be 
clarified. Table 1 presents the entire course objectives 
derived from 19 ILOs.

Content and Metlıodnlogy:
At this stage, Posner&Rudnisky’s model requires a 

detailed consideration of what is going to be covered in 
the course and how the course activities slıould be 
organized. To achieve the above objectives, the 
follo\ving course plan, which is composed of 5 different 
phases, is going to be followed.

Course Title:
I8th CENTURY HİSTORY: A  collection of Creative 

Stories
Phases o f the Course:
Phase 1: Preparation; Duration: 2 hours; Materials: 

Course outline, \vhite board, color markers; Instructor’s 
Role: Active / Presenter of the course idea; 
Methodology: In this stage, the instructor will provide a 
brief deseription of the course. In order to enhance a clear 
understanding of what the course will be about the 
instructor \vill distribute a course outline indicating 
briefly the five phases of the course (Preparation, 
Lecturing, Group Work, Group Presentation, Evaluation). 
Oııce students became familiar with the idea, different 
groups of 6 students will be formed. A raııdom grouping 
should be preferred to minimize bias against other 
groups.

Phase 2: Lecture; Duration: 6 hours; Materials: Ali 
resources (white board, color markers, video player, PC 
\vith Internet connection and PC connected projectioıı
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device, CD player, Mozart’s Magic Flüte Opera CD, 
Bach CDs.); Instructor’s Role: Active / Presenter of the 
course content; Methodology: The Instructor will 
explain the concept ‘experimental study of History’. 
Novel theories in the field of history and their challenges

Table 1
Course Objectives 
Students will

1 understand what an experimental study of History 
means.

2 display an interest in historical questions and the ways 
they are answered.

3 compare different regions and cultures in terms of 
different pursuits.

4 relate names, dates, location, and events that took place 
in İS* century.

5 understand what the concept of coınparison involves 
within the context of history.

6 appreciate the importance of comparison in historical 
understanding.

7 report different ways of comparing regions and cultures 
in terms of different pursuits.

8 take a viewpoint on weaknesses and strengths of group 
work.

9 construct or display a desire to contribute to constructing 
an authentic historical Fıction.

10 propose their own defınitions for an historical fıction.
11 form or help others form a Creative and imaginative 

account of history.
12 describe what a Creative and imaginative account of 

history vvould look like.
13 present the final products of their group work.
14 understand the sequentia! steps of a presentation and the 

tasks carried out in each step.
15 debate to convince others about their vie\vpoints in 

discussions about history.
16 critique others’ viewpoints in discussions about history.
17 judge others’ class performances.
18 handle different materials and devices necessary for 

presentation.

* Synchronoptical World History Chart developed by Andreas 
Nothiger is a time nıap covering the last 3000 years of \vorld 
history. Time procceds from left to right, every four centimetcrs 
reprcsenting one hundred years. Thus the so-called Middle Ages 
vvhich are the dark ages in Europe are shown to be age of flowering 
from Clıina and İndia to the Arabic World, to the civilizations of the 
Incas, Mayas and Aztecs in America and the povverful bursting of 
the Mongol Etııpire across ali of Asia. (extracted from Nothiger’s 
\Vorld History Chart booklet)

to traditional way of reading and writing in history vvill 
be sketched briefly by the Instructor. Linear illustration 
of History will be compared svith Panoramic 
understanding of World History, and Eurocentric 
objectivity problems in history will be opened to 
discussion. The concept of comparison will also be 
touched at this stage.

The instructor vvill also present a brief sununary of 
18th century World History. The class vvill receive 
information, books, documents, maps, charts, video and 
fılms (or info on vvhere to find them), vveb addresses 
related to vvritten and oral history of the vvorld in 18111 
century. Bach and Mozart’s CDs in the background vvill 
accompany vvhole classes.

Topical Outline of Lecture Units: The lecture vvill 
largely be delivered based on a big size Synchronoptical 
World History Chart, a sanıple of vvhich is provided by 
the course designer.* The full panorama of the 181*1 
century History vvill be presented through a combination 
of texts, pictures and oral explanations. The topical 
outline of the lecture vvill be as follovvs:

World History from 1700 to 1800: 18th Century Facts 
Science:

Nevvcomen: The First steam pump vvas built; James 
Watt: The first steam engine vvas built; Gibbons: Wrote 
“Fail Decline of the Roman Empire”; Fahrenheit and 
Centigrade Scales vvere introduced; Stephan Hales 
measured blood pressure.
Humanities:

Leibniz: Wrote his ‘Monodology’; Voltaire: Wrote 
vastly on history and politics bearing the effects of 
Enlightenment; Hume: Wrote “Inquiry into Human 
Understanding”; Rousseau: Social Contract, Emile; 
Kant: Critique of Püre Reason; Adam Smith: “Wealth 
of Nations”.

Art & Music\
Bach: Composed “Matthaeus Passion”; Handel: 

Composed “Messiah” oratorio; Mozart: Composed 
"Magic Flüte Opera”; Goethe: Wrote “Faust”; Laclos: 
Wrote “Les Liaisons Daııgereuses”, vvhich caused a 
scandal by picturing an erotic and indecent affair 
betvveeıı an Aristocratic couple.
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Politics:
French Revolution: Ropespierre, Danton and 

Napoleon; Industrial revolution started; Canada was 
takeıı from France by the British colonies; American 
7-year wars: American Revolution; Captain James Cook 
sailed along the east coast of Australia and claimed it for 
England; Captain Cook was speared and eaten by 
Havvaiian natives; Series of Balkan revolts led to the 
break up of the Ottoman Empire; Ottoman-Russian 
wars.

Phase 3. Group vvork; Duration: 20 hours; Materials: 
Paper, pen, ali resources, video and CD player, one PC 
with Internet connections; Instructor’s Role: Guidance / 
Supports groups when needed; Methodology: In this 
stage ali groups will study together to gain insight and 
construct their stories. These sessions will be conducted 
as both in class and -perhaps- out class activities. The 
Instructor vvill be ready in class to guide the groups in 
their research and design. However, the instructor at this 
stage is not supposed to help any of the groups build up 
a certain historical notion; rather her presence vvill only 
be for questions of facts and fıgures.

Every group will submit to the Instructor three interim 
reports and one final version of the story they are 
supposed to generate. The first interim report vvill 
inform the Instructor about the division of labor - that is, 
vvho vvill do what, and the schedule - that is what vvill be 
done vvhen.

The second interim report vvill give the Instructor an 
idea about the outputs of research. Based on this report 
the Instructor vvill be able to see how rich the content 
vvill be and, if necessary, advise the group to trace better 
in the 18th century. The second report, in this vvay, vvill 
cover almost every piece of information, facts and 
fıgures that are going to be covered in the final story, in 
more literary vvays.

The third report is a summarized version of literary 
story, of the main idea. By this report the Instructor vvill 
be informed about the main characters and the plot 
points in the story. Thus this report vvill look like a draft 
screenplay. The last report vvill be the final version of 
vvhat is going to be presented to the vvhole class.

Ali groups vvill be equipped vvith the necessary and 
-hopefully- sufficient amount of up-to-date reference 
resources including books, tapes, video, articles, and 
vveb addresses. For those resources vvhich are not

available at the time the class is coming together; ali 
groups vvill receive adequate guidance by the instructor 
to provide access as soon as possible.

Phase 4. Group Presentations; Duration: 10 hours; 
Materials: Might change from one group to another / 
May include anything necessary for effective 
presentation of the story. /Pen and papers; Instructor’s 
Role: Active / Attends to presentations and sparks 
discussions; Methodology: Groups present one by one 
their story-based accounts of the 18th century trying to 
convince other groups that vvhat is related is plausible. / 
Other groups (audiences) challenge the presenter 
group’s story based on the historical data and tries to 
shovv in vvhat vvays the story is not plausible. Doing so, 
ali groups are supposed to give points to the group 
performing at the time, using the criteria given in phase 
5. But the evaluation results vvill not be revealed until ali 
presentations are över.

Phase 5. Evaluation; Duration: 2 hours; Materials: 
Pen and papers, vvhite board, color markers; Instructor’s 
Role: Active / Providing her ovvn points given to each 
group during semester./ Writing dovvn the final scores 
each group gained from the Instructor and the groups.

Methodology: Groups and the lecturer evaluate the 
performance of each group. Evaluation vvill be done in 
tenns of four criteria:

1. Quality of research: Hovv serious is the research 
done by the group? Is the information included in the 
story of sufficient length? Is the factual information 
valid? 2. Artistic features of story: Is the story 
interesting enough? Is the story coherent or does it look 
like an artificially bounded collection of facts and 
events? 3. Historical value of story: Does the story give 
us a sense of historical insight? Does it sound plausible 
enough? Does it teach us something nevv apart from 
existing factual information? Does it give us a sense of, 
say, “it could have happened in this vvay”? 4. 
Presentation quality: Was the presentation clear? Did 
every member of the group contribute to the 
presentation? Hovv successful vvas the group vvith regard 
to time management during the presentation?

Conclusion

Much of vvhat has been said so far about “history 
teaching” and recommended in order to pursue a better 
historical consciousness rests on tvvo assumptions: First,
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it is assunıed that formal education can in fact better 
serve individuals in raising historical consciousness. 
Provided that our instructional models and approaches 
are not blind to the debates and discourses established in 
almost ali fields of the social Sciences and humanities, 
tlıis assumption would be marked as a reasonable one. 
The present study has tried to welcome such novel 
conceptions of history and approaches to history 
teaching based on a similar kind of conviction.

Second, it is assumed that “instructional design” 
models and practices help teachers understand in what 
ways their course design would meet the challenges of 
the field and the needs of their students. Revievving the 
literatüre around which a new course is to be developed, 
analyzing the existing needs in the field, sketching 
briefly what ideas initially come up in association with 
the course title, and \vhat main outcomes are derived, 
structuring the units and course content, and finally 
deciding on the evaluation methodology are but a few of 
the reasons that can be produced to support the second 
assumption.

Though it is not complete in any sense, the present 
study \vill perhaps inspire nesv course designs in the 
field of history teaching. In a pluralistic world, we may 
expect, more constructivist, more participative and more 
democratic history courses will be necessary. History 
teaching in this sense may provide such an inclusive 
basis svithin \vhich diversities can be understood and 
tolerated. Finding out what practical implications this 
course vvould possibly bring was not within the scope of 
this study. Thus, the next step should be to implemenl 
the “Creative History Course” in a real classroom 
environment and see the results.
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